Solar spectrum matching with white OLED and monochromatic LEDs.
In this paper, the solar spectrum matching in the visible range of 380-780 nm with white organic light-emitting diode (OLED) and monochromatic light-emitting diodes (LEDs) is investigated. The correlation index (R2) is used to evaluate the difference between the matching spectrum and the solar spectrum. The optimal combination is obtained by the least squares method. We also perform subtraction experiments to find the optimal combination. We utilize a common white OLED device design and just change the species of monochromatic LEDs used. We report and evaluate different degrees of matching effects. The results show that the correlation index of the best combination can reach 94.09% with white OLED and 36 monochromatic LEDs. We define three levels of performance as an evaluation system in accordance with the matching effect. The level is excellent with an R2 above 90.14%. The good level is from 86.65% to 58.28%. From 42.08% to 33.06% is the reasonable level. Compared with other methods, using white OLED combined with monochromatic LEDs achieves the best solar spectrum matching effect. The results can be applied to different requirements of engineering practice.